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DALLAS Category "Leather"
Leather Dallas is a pigmented leather with a pronounced grain and homogeneous aspect. 
Its agreeable touch intensifies the pleasantness.
Description:   leather corrected grain
Thickness:   mm.1,4-1,6
Type of hide:   bovine
Origin:    European
Tanning:   chrome
Type of finishing:  pigmented through-dyeing aniline
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PELLE EXTRA  Category "Leather"
Top-grain leather of high quality.
Differences in the grain or small marks confirm the beauty of a natural product.
Description:   natural full grain
Thickness:   mm.1,3/1,5
Type of hide:   male bovine
Origin:    European
Tanning:   chrome without pcp
Dyeing:   passing through
Finishing:   polyurethane
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PELLE NABUK  Category "Leather Extra"
Water-repellent Nabuk offers a particularly soft "velvet touch" which is the result of a strict choice of raw materials and 
of the mild treatment during the production process. Imperfections, twilling, scratches, light/dark changes as well as 
possible marks are typical features of such natural leathers, highlighting the uniqueness of these full grain hides.
Description:   Water-repellent Nabuk
Thickness:   mm 1,1-1,3
Type of hide:   bovine
Origin:    European
Tanning:   chrome
Dyeing:   aniline

PELLE SANTIAGO  Category "Leather Extra"
Handmade nabuk finishing enhances the uniqueness of each single hide. Imperfections, twilling, scratches, light/dark 
changes as well as possible marks are considered typical features of such natural leathers. Its special touch, with talc 
finish called “velvet touch”, is obtained thanks to the use of specific pigment and superficial varnish free products.
Description:   Nabuk, Natural grain
Thickness:   mm 1.3-1.5
Type of hide:   bovine
Origin:    European
Tanning:   chrome
Dyeing:   aniline, in barrel
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AUSTIN  Category "Leather Extra"
A lpure aniline leather with a characteristic non-homogenous look, given by some shades, which are due to the 
differences in absorption of the aniline in the dyeing barrel. The main feature of such hides is their natural touch, their 
gentleness and softness. All imperfections and light and dark variations in colour, wrinkles, superficial scratches in the 
grain or possible halos are a characteristic of the absolute naturalness of a leather of the utmost quality.
Description:   aniline full grain
Thickness:   mm. 1,0/1,2
Type of hide:   bovine
Origin:    European
Tanning:   chrome
Dyeing:   through-dyeing aniline
Finishing:   Aniline
Look:    mat

http://spencerinteriors.ca/



